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This paper analyzes the frequency response of a two-surface multipactor in a rf circuit. An equation
for the frequency band in which steady state multipactor can occur is derived in terms of the
secondary emission properties of the surface, the quality factorQ of the rf circuit, and the operating
voltage. The steady-state multipactor current is also derived, and is shown to be in excellent
agreement with numerical computations that follow the temporal evolution of the multipactor
discharge. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~98!00501-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multipactor discharge is a medium- to low-voltage ph
nomenon frequently observed in microwave systems.1–5 Its
presence often requires little more than an ac electric field
a metallic surface1,6–9 or on a dielectric surface2,10 under a
moderately high vacuum condition.11 While known for more
than 60 years,9 multipactor received only spotty theoretic
treatments until recently, when a concerted effort has b
made to understand its evolution,6,7 its conditions for
existence,6–12 its saturation mechanism,6,8 its saturation
level,8 and its dependence on the properties of the mate
and on the electrical properties of the rf circuit.8,9 With few
exceptions, most of these studies were concentrated on
surface multipactor, such as that which would occur acr
the gap of a rf cavity.

In assessing the interaction between the multipactor w
a rf circuit, it has been assumed7–9 that the external rf source
which initiates the multipactor discharge, is at a frequen
that is the same as the cold-tube natural frequency of th
circuit. Under such an assumption, it was found that mu
pactor saturates by its loading of the rf circuit as the mu
pactor current grows. This finding is restricted, because
space charge effects, to quality factorQ of the rf structure
greater than about 10, and to maximum secondary yield
than about 1.5, so that the multipactor growth is not rapid
a steady state is indeed reached, multipactor may cons
tens of percent of the external rf power,8 with the impact
energy of the secondary electrons equal to the first cross-
point in the secondary electron yield curve~i.e., E1 in Fig. 2
below!.

In this paper, we extend our previous work to analy
the frequency response of multipactor discharge in a rf
cuit. Specifically, we assume that the external rf sourc
frequency does not necessarily coincide with the cold t
frequency of the rf circuit. In this way, we may gain a deep
understanding of multipactor discharge under more gen
conditions. The use of a highly simplied model allows us
derive the frequency band over which steady-state multip
tor may exist, as well as the saturation level of the multip
tor current under these more general conditions. We res
our study to first-order two-surface multipactor.1 We ignore
the effects of external magnetic field and of a random em
sion velocity distribution of the secondary electrons.
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II. THE MODEL

The model is shown in Fig. 1. The rf structure is repr
sented by a circuit@with resistanceR, inductanceL, capaci-
tanceC, quality factorQ, and characteristic frequencyv0

5(LC)21/2# connected to parallel plates, between which
single electron sheet of charge density,s, oscillates. This
electron sheet represents the multipactor electrons. The
voltage is provided by an ideal current sourceI d

5I d0 sin(vt1f). The gap spacing isD. The frequency re-
sponse may be examined by varyingv aboutv0 .

Normalized parameters are used in the analysis. The
malizing factors are:D for distance;v0 for frequency; 1/v0

for time; v5v0D for velocity; U5mv2 for energy; V
5U/e for voltage ~e is the magnitude of the electro
charge!; E5V/D for electric field;S5«0E for the surface
charge density~«0 is the free space permittivity!; and V/Z
for current, whereZ5(L/C)1/2 is the intrinsic impedance o
the circuit. The governing~normalized! equations are~Fig.
1!

S d2

dt2
1

1

Q
•

d

dt
11DV~ t !5

d

dt
„I d0 sin~v•t1f!

1I m~ t !…, ~1!

I m~ t !52s•

d

dt
x~ t !, ~2!

d2

dt2
x~ t !5V~ t !1s•S x2

1

2D , ~3!

whereV is the gap voltage,I m is the multipactor current, and
x is the normalized position in the gap. Equation~1! is the
circuit equation for the gap voltageV, Eq. ~2! gives the
multipactor current induced as a result of the motion of
charge sheet, and Eq.~3! is the force law which describes th
action on the electron sheet by the gap voltageV and by the
image charge. Note thatalthough the image charge term i
(3), the last term of (3), is included in the computer simu
tions, the steady-state theory ignores it. This may be justified
because in theQ.10 cavities studied in this paper, bea
loading saturates the charge density to such a low level
the space charge force term in~3! is negligible. This is also
evident in Fig. 8 below, where the simulation results~that
include the space charge force! agree well with the analytic
/5(1)/300/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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theory ~that does not include the space charge force!. It is
also important to note that, in the evaluation of the stabilit
boundary~e.g., Figs. 3 and 5–7!, we may ignore the space
charge force altogether, because on the stability bounda
there can be no growth of multipactor charge from an infini
tesimal value. Also note that, in general, the space char
density,s, is constant, except at impact when it may expe
rience a step-like change because of secondary emission.13

A modified version of Vaughan’s formula for the sec-
ondary electron emission coefficient is used:14

d5dmax•„w exp~12w!…k, ~4!

wherew5Ei /Emax, Ei is the impact energy of the incident
electron,Emax is the energy at which the maximun valuedmax

occurs~Fig. 2!, and k50.62 for w,1, andk50.25 for w
.1. The energies, for whichd51, areE1 andE2 ; E1 being
the lower value is the ‘‘first cross over energy.’’

III. STEADY-STATE THEORY AND COMPARISON
WITH NUMERICAL RESULTS

Equations~1!–~4! describe the temporal evolution of the
multipactor discharge in a rf circuit whose normalized cold
tube natural frequency is unity, and whose unloaded quali
factor isQ. To evaluate the frequency response of the mu
tipactor, we assume that the external rf current sourceI d0

will have a variable frequencyv in the neighborhood of
unity. Regardless ofv, when steady state is reached, the
space charge densitys is constant. The impact energy equals
the energy at the first crossover point,E1 , of the yield curve
in Fig. 2 ~corresponding to an impact velocity ofm!, and the
gap must be crossed in half a rf period. Thus, upon ignorin
the image charge term in Eq.~3!, we integrate Eq.~3! twice
to obtain

FIG. 1. Model of multipactor discharge in the parallel plate cavity.

FIG. 2. Typical secondary electron yield curve.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 1, January 1998
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0

p/v

V~ t ! dt5m2u0 , ~5!

E
0

p/vS E
0

t

V~ t ! dtD dt512
p

v
•u0 , ~6!

whereu0 is the emission velocity of the secondary electro
~assumed to be uniform!.

Let V0(t) denote the gap voltage going fromx(t50)
50 to x(t5p/v)51, andV1(t) denote the gap voltage go
ing from x(t50)51 to x(t5p/v)50. Solving ~1!–~3!,
with the steady-state condition,V0(t)52V1(t), and using
the jump condition onV(t) at impact, we obtain

V0~ t !5expS 2t

2QD „A cos~v1•t !1B sin~v1•t !…

1C cos~v•t2z!, ~7!

where

A5S s•h•~m2u0!sin c

v1•~11h212h cosc! D , ~8!

B52S s•~m2u0!~11h cosc

v1•~11h212h cosc! D , ~9!

C5
I d0v

A~11s2v2!21
v2

Q2

, ~10!

v1
2511s2

1

4Q2 , ~11!

h5expS 2
p

2Qv D , ~12!

c5p•

v1

v
. ~13!

One uses conditions~5! and~6! to determine any two of the
parametersz ~the impact phase!, s, or v, given the value of
the third.

Figure 3 shows the region in which steady-state mu
pactor occurs for a typical case. Steady state is only obta
when the initial sheet is launched within the bounded ar
The abscissa is the phase angle of the driver current when
initial electron sheet is emitted. The ordinate is the norm
ized frequency of the rf voltage. The diagonal parts of t
boundary are due to rapid quenching of the multipactor d
charge~in very few rf cycles!, as the secondary electrons a
emitted at an unfavorable phase of the gap voltage. The h
zontal parts of the boundary are due to the fact that the
plitude of the gap voltage is not great enough to accele
electrons to an impact velocitym. This latter boundary sets
the outer limits of the frequency which can sustain a mu
pactor discharge.

Simulations show that the steady-state charge densit
the multipactor discharge goes smoothly from a maxim
value nearv51, to zero at the frequency boundary.Since the
301Valfells et al.
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transient terms in the solution for the gap voltage are
rectly proportional to the charge density, they can be
nored at the frequency limits, hence

V~ t !5C cos~v•t2z!. ~14!

Imposing conditions~5! and~6! on ~14! yields the following
equations for the impact phase of the gap voltage, and
quency limits, respectively:

z5atanS 2~m2u0!

2v2p•~m1u0! D , ~15!

v2512
1

2Q2 6A~2I d0 sin z!2

~m2u0!2 2
1

Q2 1
1

4Q4, ~16!

which has solutionsvmax andvmin . Note that the right-hand
side of~16! is only weakly dependent uponv throughz, and
thus Eq.~16! may be either solved graphically, or approx
mately by using the value ofz ~v51! in Eq. ~15!. Using this
approximation one may take the width of the stability ba
to be

W[vmax2vmin

'
2

~vmax1vmin!Q
A~2QId0 sin z!2

~m2u0!2 211
1

4Q2,

~17!

wherez5z ~v51!.
Note from Eq.~16! that for large values ofQ the fre-

quency limits are nearly symmetric aboutv51. If one de-
fines the operating voltage as the amplitude of the gap v
age whenv51 ands50 ~operating voltage5I d0Q!, thenfor
a fixed operating voltage and large value of Q one fin
W;1/Q. It is also clear that for a fixed~large! Q, thenW is
nearly proportional to the operating voltage. The reason
this is straightforward: To accelerate the electrons across
gap, so as to reach the impact velocity,m, a minimum am-
plitude of the gap voltage is needed. The response for a fi
operating voltage is narrowed with higherQ, thus narrowing
the frequency band. Increasing the operating voltage ra

FIG. 3. Stability band of multipactor discharge, from simulation:Q510,
m50.491, and normalized operating voltage50.3.
302 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 1, January 1998
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the response curves, thus widening the frequency band.
ure 4 shows how the amplitude of the gap voltage varies w
frequency, in an unloaded cavity, with a fixed operating vo
age. Figure 5 shows how the frequency band is depen
upon theQ value for a fixed operating voltage, comparin
the results of Eq.~16! to those of computer simulation. Fig
ure 6 shows how the frequency band varies with opera
voltage for a fixed value ofQ, once again comparing th
results of Eq.~16! to those of computer simulation. The e
fects of varying the surface material and/or emission veloc
are not as straightforward, sincez is a strong function ofm
andu0 . Figure 7 shows the effects of the emission veloc
on the frequency band as calculated from Eq.~16!. It should
be stressed that the above analysis yields a necessary c
tion for steady-state multipactor to be obtainable. Oth
mechanisms can deny access to the steady state.

FIG. 4. Response curves of gap voltage for an unloaded cavity. Fixed
erating voltage of 0.3, differingQ-values.

FIG. 5. Stability band as a function of cavityQ. Operating voltage50.3,
m50.543. Solid line is from Eq.~16!, x symbols are from simulation.
Valfells et al.
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It is of interest to calculate the steady-state charge d
sity of the multipactor. This can be done by using the f
equation forV(t) and imposing conditions~5! and ~6!, then

FIG. 6. Stability band as a function of operating voltage.Q510, m50.543.
Solid line is from Eq.~16!; o symbols are from simulation
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getting a graphical solution. A quicker method is to appro
mate the phase angle by use of Eq.~15!, and then using only
the condition given by Eq.~5!. The resulting implicit equa-
tion for the steady-state charge is

FIG. 7. Stability band as function of emission velocity as calculated fr
Eq. 16.Q510, operating voltage50.3.
m2u05
@A~12h•cosc!2Bh sin c#/2Q1„B~12h•cosc!1Ah•sin c…v1

11s
1S 2C sin z

v D , ~18!
vity
rge

-
am-
which is easily solved graphically. Results of Eq.~18! are
compared to computer simulations in Fig. 8.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The analysis presented above is by no means exhaus
but it does yield necessary—if not sufficient—conditions
the existence of steady-state, first-order multipactor in pla
geometry. It is found that the stability band is roughly sy
metric about the natural frequency of the rf circuit. T
width of the stability band is found to be inversely propo
tional to theQ of the cavity, for a fixed operating voltage
while it is found to increase linearly with operating voltag
for a fixed value ofQ. Effects of emission velocity and
secondary emission characteristics are given implicitly in
~16!. Finally an approximate, implicit, equation for th
steady-state charge density of the discharge is prese
Since our simulations include the combined effects of o
resonant driving, of the beam loading by the multipactor, a
of the image charge, what is given here is a reasonably c
plete study of the frequency response of the multipactor
charge, forQ.10 anddmax,1.5.

Finally, we should remark that space charge forces
indeed important for very lowQ structures~i.e., nonresonan
structures!, in which the rf field is less responsive to wha
ever multipactor growth. They may also be important even
a highQ cavity, if the secondary yield substantially excee
ve,
r
ar
-

,

.

ed.
-
d

-
s-

re

n
s

unity. In the latter case, saturation may be due to both ca
detuning and space charge forces which give rise to cha
debunching and field reversal.15 The relative importance be
tween the two saturation mechanisms remains to be ex
ined.

FIG. 8. Steady-state charge density of multipactor. Operating voltage50.3,
Q510, m50.491. Solid line is from Eq.~18!, open circles are from simu-
lation.
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